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Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 751: Time For Another Hidden Dungeon Exploration 

(Elayne's POV) 

After leaving Elena and Anna go on their date while Morpheus watched over them to protect them, we 

decided to log-in with Mark rather early after having lunch. 

Of course, I had to take another bath because we had a little fun in bed, but aside from that, everything 

was good! 

Once we logged-in, Rita and Lily had yet to log-in themselves, but we found Jenny already logged-in, and 

also most of Angelina's party too. 

We ended having a big meeting on Ambil's forgery, having a talk while we helped him forge new ingots, 

weapons, and pieces of armor for our sale today. 

Adventurers have been coming since the morning, according to Acorn, Nieve, Brisingra, and him have 

been working nonstop since then, so they felt relieved we arrived! 

"Good thing you're finally here, Lady Planta, Titan!" Acorn celebrated. "We can… finally take a break, 

ugh…" 

"Hey, don't you remember my name, fluffy?" Asked Jenny angrily. 

"Slime girl?" Acorn wondered. 

"I'm JENNY!" Jenny said angrily. "Ugh, but I'll forgive you as long as you let me pat this fat, fluffy belly 

here! Hehehe…!" 

"Uwaah! H-Hey, don't do that! Hahaha…!" Acorn started giggling as Jenny patted his fluffy belly he had 

exposed as he rested over the couch. 

"It is certainly relieving you've arrived. I never imagined that as a Princess, I would be doing this kind of 

work…" Brisingra laughed a bit lightly. 

"Princess?" Ambil asked. 

"I-I mean…" I said. "She's… Well, she grew spoiled so her father called her a princess sometimes!" 

"I see…" Ambil nodded, rubbing his chin. "Anyways, you three can take a break I guess. Well done. 

You've been getting better at it too! Acorn has learned how to smelt and create some ingots with his 

Alchemy, Nieve is getting better at reinforcing and shaping metal with her ice magic, and Brisingra is 

becoming good in overall everything through natural practice, she has a good talent for Blacksmithing!" 

"Amazing! I can see based on your Status; you guys have sure grown stronger." I nodded. "Not only your 

stats increased because of all the physical labor, but some of you also gained new Skills, well done!" 

"To be praised by such a humble work, I don't deserve that…" Nieve bowed to me. 
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"Hahaha, don't be so exaggerated with it, Nieve. Well done." I giggled, giving her a head pat, which 

made her blush and smile a bit. "Anyways, let's get to work, Mark, Jenny!" 

"Sure!" Mark nodded. "I'm all pumped up! Actually doing this really relaxes my nerves… I need 

something to distract myself after what happened yesterday." 

"Honestly, yeah…" Jenny nodded. 

"I can't agree more with that." I sighed. 

As we started doing our job and the adventurers occasionally came to buy things, Angelina and her party 

members enjoyed a tea as they finally addressed something. 

"So, we found the Hidden Dungeon you told us about." Angelina said. "It was pretty cool you guys could 

conquer one right away, but…" 

"Well, it's not easy to say this, but we couldn't advance…" Anikitty lamented. 

"You couldn't?" I wondered, smelting some ores, and fusing them with my spiritual energy. "But why? 

You guys are much stronger than us?" 

"It wasn't a thing of strength! Well… Maybe." Said Erdrich. "We were unable to advance further because 

there's a powerful magic barrier, an array actually, made from runes not even Gandalf could solve." 

"I'm rather bad at Runic Magic, actually. Quite complicated." Gandalf sighed. 

"A barrier like the one we had to destroy yesterday?" Mark asked. "I see, so that was the reason you 

couldn't advance." 

"It felt so easy for us to break in that I thought that could had never been a problem…" Jenny laughed. "I 

guess Planta's pretty amazing, isn't she?" 

"Was there a barrier on the hidden dungeon you explored too?!" Angelina asked in disbelief. 

"Wait, you destroyed that barrier?! Not even Angelina's strongest blows could! It was such a strong 

sealing array…" Gandalf said. "Unless… you deciphered it and broke its runic structure?!" 

"Yeah, with the help of my Great Spirit of Harvest and Nature." I explained. "Come out, lazy girl." 

POOF! 

She appeared in front of them, looking at Gandalf with a very smug-like face, a teasing smile… 

"Hehehe, what? Couldn't the big magician do something as simple as deciphering and destroying the 

runic structure of a flimsy magic array? Planta here could had done it too but I did it myself because I 

can do it quickly." Laughed the Great Spirit. "You Players are sure foolish to think Skills are all there is to 

it to this world! Magic Runes is something you should know to manipulate as an Arch Wizard, yet you 

said you're bad at using Runic Magic? Pathetic! You're not a magician!" 

"W-What?!" Gandalf felt completely taken aback, bowing down to her and sighing. "I'm a pathetic man… 

You're right! I just… am too lazy to learn and memorize Runes! And using Skills is so much easier! I'm so 

pathetic…" 



He gave up incredibly fast, his friends were all looking at him with weirded out faces… 

"Hey Gandalf, calm down a bit…" Sighed Erdrich. 

"You can always just learn later…" Anikitty laughed a bit nervously, patting the old man's head. "A-

Anyways, I guess we'll have to leave that job to you guys. If possible, it would be nice if we went right 

now to deal with it… The sooner the better, especially because they might find out they were raided 

before and could escape." 

"Right, you're not wrong." I nodded, as there were now almost a dozen ingots at my side, shining 

brightly with colorful rainbow-like spiritual auras. "Ambil?" 

"Sure, go ahead, you've done a fine work here. I'll turn these into shields, armor, and other stuff." He 

nodded. "Once Achlys and Lily come back, I'll make them work for you, ahahah!" 

"Ahahahah… Thank you, I guess they won't be joining us right now." I smiled. "It wouldn't be good if too 

big of a team goes there though. Jenny, you're staying too." 

"Ah, nice. I didn't wanted to go fight more aberrations; I had nightmares already." Jenny sighed in relief. 

"I'll come with Titan, and… you guys want to come and see for yourselves what's down there?" I asked 

my NPC friends. 

They immediately agreed, despite being tired. 
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We came with Acorn, Brisingra, Nieve, Gandalf, and Angelina, while leaving Erdrich and Anikitty behind 

alongside Jenny, so they could help out Ambil do his job and sell his product to the big new amount of 

customers coming today. 

Despite there not being any more discounts, the quality of the products and the rumors of Player Planta 

making them spread everywhere, and now people from all over were coming to buy our products. 

I guess my name is really quite popular, huh? It makes sense, most of my videos have already broke 

through three million views by now… It wouldn't be out of place to say I'm a BNLO influencer! 

Though, that's a bit embarrassing now that I think about it… 

"So why did you even come? Angelina would have been enough." Mark said, looking at Gandalf. 

"I had to come and see with my own eyes how Planta can manipulate Runes! And of course, the Great 

Spirit she has tamed." Gandalf said. "What? Can't a man with passion over magic not have some little 

indulgence for once? Why are you so bothered, Titan?" 

"Nothing…" Mark said while keeping silent. 

I guess he got slightly jealous, Gandalf has been acting a bit obsessive with me and the spirit since we 

told him we could manipulate Runes to an extent. That's rather cute of him. 
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"Don't worry about him, he's just someone obsessed with magic, not me." I laughed. "He's not a creep, 

right Angelina?" 

"Yes, Gandalf is a decent man." Angelina nodded. "He's just a bit weird when it comes to magic things… 

But that's just his obsession with wizards in general. We've meet IRL sometimes, he's a good guy, really." 

"Why are you treating me like I'm some sort of pervert?! I'm just trying to be friendly and learn at the 

same time! Did I come as too obsessive, Planta?!" Asked Gandalf, trying to get closer to me, but Mark 

got in the way. 

"Keep your distance buddy." Mark said. 

"Ugh… Seriously…" Gandalf sighed. "Okay, I apologize…" 

"It's fine, it's fine. Let's get along." I smiled. "Anyways, Acorn, can you smell anything?" 

"Sniff, sniff…" Acorn's sense of smell was really good. "Yes, I can smell the scent of miasma and nether 

down there. Over there!" 

Without even having to follow the trails left behind by the Spirits, we reached the hidden dungeon's 

entrance, which was an invisible barrier that brought us to the entrance. 

Ding! 

[You are the first ones to discover the [Hidden Dungeon: Laboratory Of Madness]!] 

[The Hidden Dungeon's depths invite you to step further…] 

"We're here then." I said, looking at the message, I closed my eyes. "[Spiritual Senses]" 

FLAAASH! 

I spread my senses around us, as I tried to sense if there was anything down there we could find. Of 

course, the Spiritual Sense was a special normal Spell I had created by combining Spiritual Energy and 

Mana Sense, not within a Skill. 

So naturally, Gandalf and Angelina were shocked to see me expand my senses so far with almost zero 

cost of MP at that. 

"What was that Skill?" Asked Angelina in surprise. "You expanded your senses so seamlessly!" 

"Was it a normal Spell?! I've heard some Players that have seen magician NPC conjure spells without 

using Skills, was it that?!" Gandalf asked while steam was coming from his nose. 

"Y-Yeah… Can you calm down a bit?" I sighed. "Once you learn Runic Scripture, creating your own Spells 

based in your existing Skills or knowledge becomes easy. Now… Hm? The place seems awfully silent and 

empty. Did you slain all monsters?" 

"Yeah, if there aren't any more there it means they won't respawn, it must be a unique-instance 

dungeon then." Angelina analyzed the situation. 

"What's that?" Acorn wondered. 



"It's when a Dungeon only spawns once with monsters that only appear once. The monsters won't 

respawn and once you defeat the boss, the dungeon either disappears or stays as an empty ruin." 

Angelina explained. "It's usually related with Story Quests and are not open to the public!" 

"I see, quite interesting." Brisingra wondered. "Well, I really want to stretch my legs and fight something 

to level up, so let's go!" The Princess of Dwarves was the first one to step into the dungeon, rushing 

downstairs. 

"W-Wait a bit, Brisingra, don't rush it!" I sighed, following her, everyone else quickly came alongside me. 

"For an NPC she's sure very lively and with the desire to grow stronger…" Angelina said. "Well, that 

shouldn't be rare, NPC in this game are very complex, they must be using the latest AI Learning to create 

such complex artificial minds. You could even say they have souls of their own." 

"Y-Yeah… The NPC of this world are people just like us, so never treat them badly." I said. "Make sure to 

always be nice to them, not only for being interested on what they could give to you, but just as basic 

human decency." 

"We'll keep that in note…" Gandalf nodded. 

"I've always treated the people of this virtual world fairly. Though, I've meet other Players that are 

always overly rude…" Sighed Angelina. "I wish people could be more considered, we're in their world 

after all." 

"You really get it." Nodded Mark. 

"I have no idea what you're even talking about…" Acorn scratched his head. "But isn't that the barrier?" 

He pointed at the distance. 

"Oh, we're already at the end of the stairs?" Nieve wondered. 

"I guess we ended getting down quickly with all the talk." Angelina smiled, patting the barrier of magic. 

"So this is the thing… Can you do it?" 

POOF! 

"Hmmm…" The Great Spirit appeared in front of us. "Yeah, this is literally the same type of barrier that 

we destroyed back then. Alright… Let's do this and that. Planta, come help me too." 

"Sure!" I agreed. 

We concentrated our minds, closing our eyes, and imbuing our Mana into the barrier slowly, I saw all 

the thousands of runes making the barrier, and one by one, I started to grab the runes and move them 

away. 

Eventually, a domino effect occurred, and the entire barrier became incredibly unstable, enough for 

Angelina's Light Spear to pierce through it and shatter it into pieces! 

CLAAASSSHHH!!! 
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The barrier shattered, and we were greeted with a huge black metallic gate, which I slammed open with 

a powerful kick after undergoing my [Draconification] transformation. At the same time as I did that, I 

started spreading my Tiles, Domain, and Terrain, all while Spirits were being summoned and plant life 

was spreading across the area, and of course, near-invisible spiritual barriers covered all my friends, 

protecting them. 

CRAAASSHH!! 

The moment I destroyed the gate with a single kick, something incredible seeing how it was made of a 

very tough, reinforced metal, we were greeted with huge, abandoned ruins, darkness filling it all. My 

senses activated again as I felt dozens of powerful lifeforms lurking amidst the darkness. 

This laboratory was most likely made within ancient, abandoned ruins below the Luminous Kingdom's 

Capital, the cult didn't built any of this, they simply decided to occupy it to make their wicked 

experiments! 

"OOOHHHH…!" 

"GRAAAHH…!" 

"RUOOOAAH!" 

And as the large halls started to be illuminated by the light produced by my colorful aura and the spirits 

being summoned around me, the silhouettes of dozens of gigantic creatures appeared, their eyes 

glowing bright red, ominously! 

Ding! 

[You've broken through the Magic Barrier sealing the aberrations left behind…] 

[Dozens of [Abandoned Chimera Aberrations: Lv180] have detected your presence! The light illuminates 

their dark world, making them feel overjoyed and hungry.] 

"Abandoned Chimera Aberrations?" I wondered. "Level 180… Should be easy enough. Everyone, let's 

go!" 

I quickly charged forward while unsheathing Gram and turning my Gaia's All-Purpose-Tool into a sword, 

dual wielding with two swords while immediately fusing them temporarily with dozens of small dragon 

spirits appearing around me, giving them elemental, spiritual, and draconic auras! 

"GRUOOHHH!" 

The huge chimeras, of all shapes and sizes charged towards us in that moment, two of them appeared in 

front of me, with gigantic and muscular arms! 

BAAM! BAAM! BAAAM!! 

With furious attacks, the ground below me shook wildly. However, I easily evaded their slow attacks, my 

stats constantly growing higher as more nature continued fusing with my body and spirits were born. 



I made sure to move through a series of special footsteps, changing my stance as I reached their huge 

bodies, aiming my blades into one of them, reaching their chest as my speed was enhanced by my 

special movements. 

Ding! 

[The Effects of the [Heroic Swordsmanship's Footwork] Technique have been activated, AGI and DEX 

have increased by +200%!] 

"[Exorcizing Holy Blade]!" 

My swords shone with divine, exorcizing light, piercing the chest of one of the huge chimeras in a mere 

second, followed by another piercing blow into their wolf-like head! 

CLAASH! CLAAASH! 

"GRYYAAAGGHH…!" 

Light started bursting from within the creature's interior, in a mere second, it blew up into golden 

flames, splattering over the entire ground. 

"SHAAAH!" 

The second chimera, with a gigantic snake-like head, reached me quite rapidly, attempting to bite my 

whole head and tear it off my neck, however, Gram shone with spiritual light, a single slash from it 

suddenly created illusions, unleashing several attacks at once! 

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! 

"SHYAAGH?!" 

The chimera could only give a confused shriek before it found its long snake-like neck cut down to 

pieces, its body still moving as its hue muscular arms attempted to catch me. 

FLASH! 

I evaded its muscular arms rather swiftly, and quickly pierced its chest once more, a powerful explosion 

of holy light purified its interior, shattering the core within its artificial heart. 

BOOOMM!! 

Much like the other chimera, it died swiftly. 

At the same time, everyone else fought the other chimeras. Mark unleashed a barrage of blazing blade 

slashes, burning and cutting down a handful of them. He also summoned some of his Totem Spirits to 

aid us in battle and protect our slightly weaker friends. 

At the same time, Gandalf conjured several spheres of electricity from his hands, making them rotate 

around his surroundings while defending him from the chimeras. 

Each time they touched his spheres of lightning, the chimeras would be zapped by powerful strikes of 

electricity, slowly being cooked alive. 



Acorn grabbed his Grimoire and conjured Fireballs and Icicle Spears against our foes, while Nieve froze 

them and cut them down to pieces. 

Brisingra fought by forming a rainbow barrier around her body, which she used to strike her foes by 

shaping it into countless fists, she was incredibly good at defending, that's for sure. 

And as of Angelina, she was a flash of bright light. I could barely see how she even moved, she was 

simply teleporting at this point, appearing in one place, and disappearing from another with bright 

explosions of light. 

Her spear moved at lightning speed, piercing dozens of times each of her foes, making them explode 

from all the light consuming them in a similar fashion than my own attacks, albeit even flashier. 

The battle ended quickly, the Chimeras' bodies were all splattered over the floor, with little left over 

than their dropped items. 

"This entire hall seems abandoned…" I analyzed. "And most likely the next floors too." I was sensing my 

surroundings and quickly noticed that there were chimeras all the way down to the last floor. 

"So this entire place has no cultists?" Asked Angelina. 

"Yeah, I don't know if they left just now or a long ago… Though, I can tell that this is the place where 

they made the chimeras we fought back then." I kept walking around, finding out several giant glass 

tubes that were broken, chunks of deformed meat, arms, legs, and other things without proper bodies. 

"This is so awful…" 

"We might as well clean this place from these chimeras before any of them tries to get out into the city 

and cause a ruckus." Mark said. "And the EXP we can earn is nice too." 

"I agree." Angelina said. "Let's keep on moving then-" 

"Ah! Lady Planta, look at this!" Acorn suddenly called me, as he showed me a black-colored book he 

found and was reading. 

"What is it, Acorn?" I asked curiously. 

"T-This book… It's odd." Acorn muttered, the black book's contents were written on a strange, runic 

language, with sharp letters and many blood-made magic circles inside. 

"A-And the book cover… this feeling, is it… real skin?" Acorn muttered in horror. 

"Huh?" 
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"Let me see that thing in detail…" I grabbed the book, as I tried to analyze it through the basic appraising 

ability every player had, which allowed us to see the information of every item. 

However… 

Ding! 
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[Corrupted data found…] 

[Information cannot be analyzed.] 

[Corrupted data found…] 

[Information cannot be analyzed.] 

[Corrupted data found…] 

[Information cannot be analyzed.] 

[Corrupted data found…] 

[Information cannot be analyzed.] 

[…] 

"Ugh…!" 

My head hurt like hell the more I tried to analyze the book, until I ended dropping it over the floor. Mark 

quickly came running to my side. 

"Planta!" He caught me before I were to fall into the floor. 

"Ah… My head…" I sighed. "W-What was that thing? Just by trying to analyze it, I got all these error 

messages, constantly! Each time! It felt like… something was trying to get into my head." 

"What?!" Mark, Angelina, and Gandalf asked in disbelief at the same time. 

"I guess I wasn't affected because I didn't try to analyze it?" Acorn wondered. "But I better… not touch 

that thing." 

"Yeah…" I sighed, feeling better. "Don't touch it, whatever that thing is, not even the System can 

recognize it properly." 

"Is there such a game item?!" Angelina was shaken. 

"Well, I guess this item might have been made by an NPC or something…" Gandalf gave his own opinion. 

"Are there any other books like these?" I wondered, looking inside the entire hall, but only finding 

normal-looking books with written words about the analysis of the chimeras growth and development. 

"Looks like this is the only one…" 

Aside from the strange pentagrams made out of blood and the fleshy human skin leather cover, the 

book also had pictures of strange beings, perhaps demons I remember seeing as I passed through the 

pages. 

It is certainly a very strange book, perhaps something much more valuable that they accidentally left 

behind… I better not leave it for anybody to get. 

"I'll seal this book and encompass it on a bubble of barrier magic." I conjured several chains of light 

around it, and then put on a bubble-shaped barrier on top of it, storing it into my inventory. 



It seemed to be just fine there, so I guess the book has some weird curse, but it is not a sentient being 

trying to devour my soul or something… I might be able to analyze it more if I show it to someone that 

might know about actual demons, though. 

But this also makes me think that the Cult might have been doing other things than just playing by the 

rules of this world, they've been seeking something else than just creating things with the leftover 

pieces of a dead god. 

They want something else than… just to create an army of monsters. 

"Anyways, let's go. We can discuss this later I guess." I smiled. "There are monsters left to hunt… There 

are three more floors down there. I feel a gigantic presence on the fourth floor, probably the Boss. Let's 

speedrun this." 

"Sure, let's do this." Mark nodded, his blazing fists eagerly clenching. 

"Let's clean this place! I also want to warm up a bit, we've not fought for a while!" Acorn said, just as 

eager. 

"That's right." Brisingra nodded. "I need to catch up to everyone's level too!" 

"Lady Planta, let me stay in the frontlines." Nieve said. "I will protect you from the beasts." 

She was so tiny yet so brave… I know she was saying these things seriously, but I couldn't help to find 

her adorable when she said that. 

"Okay, fine, but don't push yourself too hard." I smiled. "Titania and Florie are waiting for you back 

home, remember? Value your life more and don't be reckless, Nieve." 

"I-I know…" She nodded, quickly being caught off guard. "M-Maybe I'm just excited to be able to fight 

after a little while." 

"Hahaha, I can tell! Okay, let's do this!" 

I quickly led my party towards the next floors, now with the new addition of Angelina and Gandalf. The 

two were amazing fighters, Angelina was an incredibly fast, capable front-liner with the ability to easily 

fly, conjure destructive light magic, and attack at incredible speeds using her powerful spear techniques. 

Meanwhile, Gandalf could conjure all sorts of interesting magic spells I had never thought about making 

myself. Not only from just spheres of electricity, but mirrors made of ice that could reflect one magic 

spell, chains made of flames to weaken and deal damage to foes and restrain them too, strong wind 

magic can blow up monster body parts by imbuing wind inside of their blood vessels, and more. 

Angelina helped me clean the frontlines with the support of Nieve, while Mark and Brisingra were 

excellent tanks. Brisingra wasn't the toughest physically herself, well, she was very strong actually, but 

not as tough as Mark's gigantic body, but she made up for it using her amazing Divine Barrier Magic, 

channeling its powers through her mother's ring, she was able to both deal incredible damage and 

protect herself and friends from damage. 

Combined with my own barriers, our hunting session became incredibly swift as we moved down. The 

next two floors had many more chimeras, but their shapes and forms didn't vary too much. There were 



the giant gorilla-armed ones, the snake-headed chimeras, and lastly the beastly chimeras with the 

bodies of either lions or wolves and many limbs, wings, or heads. 

They were all Level 180 all the way to Level 195. After having fought Level 200+ Monsters, these guys 

weren't that much of a hard fight. They had tricky skills and magic spells, but my heroic swordsmanship 

techniques targeted their weaknesses, the miasma and nether inside of them easily exploding upon 

contact with the holy light of these sword techniques. 

Unlike the Miasmic Aberrations, the strongest foes we've fought so far, these guys had very little control 

over miasma or nether, so they were mostly only physical fighters, with some basic magic spells such as 

Darkness Spears or Phantom Flames. 

And with the support of our long-ranged attacks such as Gandalf and Acorn, and some of the familiars I 

brought such as Silver and Goldie to get them to train and get some levels, we managed to get to the 

last floor in like half an hour… 

An enormous black gate stood before us. 

[The Failure of the Laboratory of Madness feels your presence…] 

[It is aware that you've come to free them from their life filled with agony.] 

Several messages popped up the moment we reached the black gate, as I decided to open it quickly, 

revealing an enormous, dark gate. 

Creaaaak…! 

In the middle of the abandoned laboratory at the end of the dungeon, there was a huge broken metallic 

cage, and something gigantic sitting over it, perhaps over thirty meters of height. 

"GRRRRHHH…" 

The creature's many eyes opened, brightly shining with crimson light. It spread out its many wings, as its 

many limbs started to move. 

The amorphous shape of a giant's torso with the limbs of many animals and monsters attached to it was 

revealed, with a handful of different beastly heads attached to its large neck. 

It was a monster straight out of a Frankenstein movie… 

"GRAAAAAHHH!!!" 

[The [Abandoned Failure of the Laboratory of Madness: Lv225] roars with beastly fury!] 
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"GRAAAAAHHH!!!" 

[The [Abandoned Failure of the Laboratory of Madness: Lv225] roars with beastly fury!] 

Although it had the limbs of several animals and many heads, the creature seemed to hold some sort of 

humanoid shape. Its torso looking like that of a huge gorilla, or maybe an ogre of some sort. 
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Several legs attached below, making it resemble a centaur with a long bug-like abdomen with dozens of 

legs attached to it. 

Its torso had two "main" arms, resembling giant arms like those of ogres, covered on many strange 

tattoos imbued with Miasma and Nether to empower its strength. 

It also had two other pairs of arms, the second pair were like giant bug-like pincers, resembling the 

pincers that scorpions would have. 

And the third pair of arms were much smaller human-like arms, imbued with countless runes of magic, 

both palms holding bright eyes. 

The creature had a deformed human-like head, although it was also attached to over four other faces. 

The chimera even had wings, two huge wings, like those of a Wyvern Monster! 

"RAAAAHHH! GRAAAAHHH!!!" 

With a ferocious roar, the mighty monster rushed towards us. Its entire body overflowing with large 

quantities of pure energy. 

My Domain and Terrain already having expanded rapidly across the entire room, giving us the advantage 

of buffs and enhanced regeneration of HP, MP, and Spirit Energy. 

The Chimera wasn't exuding any Domain or trying to create a Terrain of its own, unlike the previous 

Boss we had battled, so we had a much larger advantage! 

"Titan! Brisingra! Angelina! To the front!" I commanded. "Acorn, Nieve, Gandalf, let's support them from 

the sides." 

Although I could perfectly step into the frontlines and do some work myself, I wanted to let Mark and 

Brisingra get some exercise and practice their abilities much more. 

After all, if I just take all the spotlight all the time, it won't be fun. I want everyone to grow stronger for 

the terrifying enemies of the future. 

Angelina too, is a deadly frontliner, so I better let her go all-out instead of getting on her way, as my 

frontline battle style is much more sluggish with all the set-up I need. 

Nonetheless, I was already on my [Draconification] form for greater stats and more defense and attack 

power. 

"Alright! Let's do this!" Titan roared, stepping forwards as his body continued to shapeshift and change, 

gaining greater power as he tripled his size, much bulkier than before, and he even got a pair of wings 

and another pair of bulky arms to go with it! "[Lesser Gigantification]!" 

FLAAAASH! 

His power skyrocketed out of nowhere! Was this a new Skill he got?! It was awesome! 

"RAAAAAHHH!" 



The chimera quickly attacked, swinging both of its titanic, muscular arms against the first thing it found 

in front of its sight, a series of explosive punches descended upon Mark, resembling meteors as they 

overflowed with Miasma and Nether Auras! 

BAAAM! BAAAM! BAAAM! BAAAM! BAAAM! 

"Not bad…!" 

Mark roared as he defended with his bare body, his four gigantic arms working wonders on taking the 

blows even as pieces of wood were flying everywhere and constantly regenerated. 

"Now's my turn! [Blazing Demon Retribution]!" 

His face distorted into a fericous and monstrous demon made of flames and wood, all the damage he 

accumulated was exuded outside of his body, a strong shockwave of flames paralyzed the chimera! 

TRUUUUMMM…! 

"GRAAAAGH…?!" 

The Chimera stepped back in surprise, Angelina and Brisingra surprised over Mark's new and convenient 

power. 

"Wow, now that's an amazing tank!" Angelina said. 

"Incredible! You gave back some of the damage and paralyzed it?!" Brisingra was surprised. "I wonder if 

my Barriers can do the same?!" 

"Let's talk about that later!" Mark roared. "[Spiritual Phoenix Sword Arts: Phoenix Fall]: [Volcanic Blazing 

Slash]! [Rising Phoenix]!" 

Mark's giant Berserk Sword, which we got as a dropped item from last Guild Raid, absorbed his blazing 

powers and spirit powers, gaining the form of a huge sword of wood and fire with many runes engraved 

on it. 

His movements were swift and precise, and destructive. Each slash unleashed an eruption of volcanic 

magma that covered the chimera, while the last attack chained with the series of slashes into the form 

of a giant phoenix rising into the ceiling, a huge explosion consuming our foe! 

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! 

BOOOOMMM…! 

"GRYYYAAAEERGH…!" 

The Chimera freed itself from its temporary paralysis at long last, its entire body on flames and covered 

on many wounds, yet its HP was still above 80%! It quickly pushed towards Mark and kicked him with its 

several legs, forcing him to step back as his torso almost shattered apart. 

BAAAAMMM…! 

"URGH…!" 



Mark groaned as he was blown away, however, I quickly caught him with my wooden arms, healing his 

large wound at the same time as I noticed Brisingra and Angelina attacking the chimera and keeping it 

busy! 

"[Divine Rainbow Layered Barrier]!" 

Brisingra created several layers of barriers, taking the this of the chimera and stopping it from going for 

Mark on its own, its six giant arms were deadly, constantly attacking with powerful strikes. 

To make things worse, the third pair of arms it had constantly conjured explosive black fireballs, which 

shattered Brisingra's barriers in mere seconds. 

CLAASH! CLAASH! CLAASH! CLAASH! CLAASH! 

"HYAAAH!" 

However, that was just a distraction, Angelina appeared from behind the chimera, her spear overflowing 

with her celestial light powers, her wings helping her fly in the skies with ease. 

"[Gungnir Descent]!" 

Her spear absorbed all her light, becoming ten times as large as she descended into the chimera's back 

and pierced it with it, a huge explosion of purifying light covered the entire hall! 

FLAAAAAASSSHHH!!! 

"GRYYAAAGGHH…!" 

The Chimera started burning alive as one of its gigantic arms was cut down by Angelina and destroyed, 

seconds before its long tail were to strike her away, followed by the chimera's amorphous jaws to open 

up, unleashing a breath attack charged with as much Miasma and Nether as possible! 

TRUUUUMMMM…! 

"Shit…!" 

"[Divine Rainbow Barrier Mirror]!" 

However, a mirror-like barrier emerged in front of Angelina, absorbing the miasma and nether and then 

reflecting it back as a beam of rainbow light! 

BOOOOOMMMM…! 
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"D-Did that do it?!" Brisingra wondered, feeling filled with emotions as she seemed to have thought she 

could had defeated the Boss with that. 

"GRRHHH…" 

However, his body was almost unscathed, even after Angelina's powerful strike, its HP had only gone 

down by a bit. Even Brisingra's Mirror Beam seemed to have taken a small chunk. 
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"Sorry but this thing is not going down so easily, girl." Angelina smiled; her Aura of Celestial light 

continued growing larger. "We'll have to keep on beating him!" 

"T-That didn't do it…" Brisingra sighed. "Oh well, that's-" 

"RAAAAH!" 

The Chimera didn't even let them speak, rushing towards the two while moving at lightning speed with 

its multiple limbs. 

"[Elemental Triad]! [Thunder, Fire, and Frost Catastrophe]!" 

However, Gandalf rose his staff into the skies, his Magical Powers activating, as three gigantic spheres of 

elemental powers emerged around the chimera, their abilities activating as thunder, fire, and frost 

constantly covered the chimera's body on consecutive explosions! 

BOOOMM!! BOOOMM!! BOOOMM!! BOOOMM!! 

"GRYYAARGH…!" 

The Chimera quickly glanced at Gandalf with furious eyes, its spell-casting arms were still intact, 

suddenly summoning magic. 

"T-Those arms can conjure such powerful magic…!" Gandalf was shocked. "Runes?! Does it has runes on 

its arms?! I need those arms!" 

He was left paralyzed on his own fanatism for magic, leaving him wide open as two enormous beams of 

black flames reached him! 

"Gandalf, don't stay sitting there!" 

I stepped forwards, both swords at hand plus Draconification boosting my physical prowess through the 

roof, I swung both of the swords at once, unleashing all their power into two powerful Heroic 

Swordsmanship Arts. 

"[Demon Killing Blade]! [Celestial Slash]!" 

SLAAAASSHH!! SLAAAASSHH!! 

By combining the power of these two techniques at once, I was able to unleash two gigantic waves of 

holy light capable of destroying demonic-aligned powers! 

BOOOOMMM!!! 

Both beams were sliced apart and exploded seconds before reaching us, Brisingra's barriers appeared in 

front of us to protect us from the residual explosions. 

"A-Ah, my bad, Planta!" Gandalf apologized. "I often get a bit… distracted when it comes to magic! If 

those arms ever drop as an item-" 

"Sure, sure, you can have them! Now concentrate and deal damage to the thing." I sighed. "Also, do you 

have any buffs?" 



"I do! That thing seems slightly weak to Fire and Light, so how about this?" Gandalf smiled, quickly trying 

to be more useful. "[Elemental Weakness Amplifying Stigma]!" 

Gandalf conjured strange stigmas over the body of the chimera, dozens of them! Each one released a 

strange aura that weakened it slightly, stacking up very quickly. 

Ding! 

[Player: Gandalf] has activated the [Elemental Weakness Amplifying Stigma: Lv30] Skill!] 

[Stigmas that amplify elemental weakness on a foe have appeared all over the target!] 

[Each Stigma amplifies elemental weakness damage taken by +25%!] 

[Current Stigmas: 12 (MAX)] 

[Elemental Weakness Damage Amplification: +300%] 

It was an amazing Skill! 

"GRYYAAARGH…!" 

With a furious roar of confusion about what was happening, the gigantic chimera, of over thirty meters, 

started rushing right towards Gandalf, its two magic-casting arms already charging another black fire 

spell! 

"You're not getting close to them while we are here!" 

Mark stepped forwards as several barriers made by Brisingra stopped the monsters movements. They 

broke rather quickly, but each time they broke, explosions of rainbow light damaged the beast. And 

yeah, they did Light-Attribute Damage! 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! 

"GRAAAHH!" 

The Chimera gave an annoyed roar before its gigantic claws were to reach Brisingra nearby, only to be 

stopped by a blazing slash from a gigantic sword! 

"[Mountain-Splitting Eruption]!" 

BOOOOOMMM…!! 

The slash released a tremendous explosion, an eruption of pure and endless spiritual flames, consuming 

the chimera's claws and cutting them off its body! 

SLAAAAASSSHHH!!! 

"SHYAAAGH!" 

The creature roared, its last arm quickly punching Mark several meters away with an explosive blow, the 

other smaller arms, conjuring magic, quickly released yet another two beams of pure black flames! 

TRUUUUUMMM…! TRUUUUUMMM…! 



Mark shielded himself with his magic, conjuring walls and shields of flames and wood, but they all 

disintegrated before these flames. They probably had a similar power to Fafnir's flames, if they were 

contaminated with Nether, or perhaps even worse with Miasma too! 

"[Celestial Valkyrie's Holy Shield]!" 

However, Angelina stepped in front of him faster than I could, her shield growing ten times larger as it 

absorbed her light powers, an amazing skill that amplified the size and defensive power of her shield 

was activated. 

CLAAAASSSHHH! CLAAAASSSHHH! 

Both beams clashed against her shield of pure light, resisting the deadly explosive flames, as Gandalf, 

Acorn, and Nieve moved behind him, their magic activating in quick succession. 

"I've been spreading my Frost Rose Garden this entire time, this better works!" Rose said, as her powers 

activated, transforming her into a Frost Spirit Fairy Princess and giving her a great boost to her powers 

at the same time as the many flowers left behind by her activated. "[Divine Spirit Frost Rose Garden 

Domain]!" 

FLAAAAASSSHHH!!! 

Frost encompassed everything in an instant, creating the illusion of a beautiful garden of blue roses, 

made all of ice! But it wasn't really an illusion, it was reality. 

"GRYYAAARRRGHHH…!" 

Not only the chimera was covered on several layers of frost in an instant, paralyzing it on the spot, but 

its two beams of black flames were immediately turned off, dissipating into nothing but smoke. 

"Amazing, Nieve! Just what was that?!" Brisingra was amazed. 

"Brisingra, concentrate on the battle!" Acorn said, reprimanding her as he changed into his magician 

form and used his grimoire to conjure deadly basic-level magic amplified with his powers. "[Triple 

Elemental Catastrophe]!" 

Lightning, Fire, and Ice befell the chimera, piercing, burning, and electrifying its body constantly. Gandalf 

amplified Acorn's elemental power beforehand, making his basic-level grimoire magic even stronger. 

BOOOMM!! BOOOMM!! BOOOMM!! 

"You're not half bad, squirrel kid!" Gandalf laughed, conjuring a combination of three elements at once. 

"But this is what TRUE Elemental Magic can reach! [Triple Elemental Combination: Zeus' Frozen Blaze 

Thunder]!" 

A gigantic spear covered on flames and lightning was summoned, of over ten meters, quickly reaching 

the chimera as it attempted to fight it back using its black flames and its tail, only for the spear of magic 

to be much stronger, piercing through its tail and exploding. 

BOOOOOMMMM!!! 
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BOOOOOMMMM!!! 

Gandalf's Spear pierced through the chimera's tail, blowing it up into pieces. With a ferocious roar, the 

abomination quickly rushed towards the nearest fighter, Nieve, and attempted to overwhelm her with 

biting attacks and beams of black flames. 

"GRUOOHHH!" 

Its huge size alone was already a tremendous weapon, attempting to slam Nieve with everything it had. 

However, Nieve, simply stayed still, her rapier overflowing with her spiritual energy. 

"[Crescent Divine Spirit Spear: Skadi]!" 

She imbued her spiritual power into her rapier, temporarily transforming it into yet another gigantic 

spear of ice, this one quickly clashing against the chimera's stomach, piercing it strongly! 

CLAAAAASSSSHHH!!! 

"GRYYAARRGHHHH…!" 

The chimera agonized, its two spell-casting hands still active, their bright eyes glowing with malicious 

energies, two enormous beams of pure lack flames engulfed the ice and everything else! 

BOOOOOMMM!!! BOOOOOMMM!!! 

Black smoke and mist covered the entire hall, as Nieve opened her eyes, realizing I had just come to her 

help, standing in front of her. A dome made out of multi-layered shields of Yggdrasil wood combined 

with golden scales protected us, which was actually coming from my dragon tail. 

"Lady Planta!" Nieve was relieved to see me. 

"That was amazing, but I told you to not be too reckless before, didn't I, Nieve?" I asked her. "Anyways, 

that thing's going down soon enough, keep attacking it, everyone! My domain will continue supporting 

you." 

"OOOHH!" 

As they roared, the weakened chimera was surrounded. Mark leaped towards it, slashing apart its armor 

made of scales protecting its torso with explosive blazing sword strikes. 

CLAASH! CLAASH! CLAASH! 

"SHAAAAH!" 

The chimera attacked him back with fireballs of black flames and its own aura, shaping into countless 

gigantic fists. So it could even do that, huh? 

FLAAASH! 
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However, a flash of bright light emerged, protecting Mark from the Aura Fists with a shining shield of 

divine light. It was, of course, Angelina. 

"I can't use most of my magic down here because they mostly come from the skies, but at the very least, 

I can protect you all!" She said valiantly. "And how about this for a change?! [Blinding Stars]!" 

FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! 

Angelina conjured a storm of blinding, shining stars that confused the chimera and exploded, burning its 

exposed skin that Mark had left behind by tearing apart the scales. 

"Excellent!" Gandalf laughed. "Now let see! [Infernos Maximus]!" 

He hit the ground with his staff, a huge red magic circle emerged below the titanic chimera, consuming 

it on a tower of pure flames! 

FLUUOOOOSSSHHH! 

"GRYYYAARGGGHHH…!" 

The chimera grew desperate, panicking as its Aura and its own body kept taking damage, but at the 

same time, they were melding together! 

Their aberrant body slowly started melting into Miasma and Nether, fusing with its Aura as it created 

countless of wailing human-like heads, opening their mouths, and firing beams of Black Abyssal Flames 

everywhere! 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! 

"Watch out!" 

I rushed to Gandalf's help as I saw Angelina helping out Mark, I manipulated our surroundings, gigantic 

shields of golden scales and Yggdrasil wood emerged one after another, protecting most of my friends 

from the deadly explosions of black flames, although they quickly were destroyed. 

"Ah! Planta, you saved my life once more!" Laughed Gandalf. 

"For being a magician you're really reckless in terms of defense! Are you a glass cannon?" I asked him. 

"W-Well, I can always count on my companions, hohoho!" The old magus laughed. 

"I guess my own friends being able to defend, heal, and use magic altogether are the amazing ones." I 

thought. "I guess to exceed, players usually have to prioritize a certain playstyle!" 

That only makes my friends even more amazing because we can do many things, and once we're 

together, we can synergize even more. 

But well, Gandalf and Angelina are not half-bad either! 

"[Divine Rainbow Barrier Fist Meteors]!" 



Suddenly, Brisingra's Magic Aura and her Rainbow Barrier magic combined together, summoning 

gigantic fists of rainbow light that fell like exploding meteors on the chimera, weakening it even more as 

the light was its weakness. 

CLAASH! CLAASH! CLAAASH! CLAAASH! CLAAASSHH!! 

"ROOOOAARRR!" 

With a furious and frustrated roar, the chimera kicked the ground and then leaped off the floor, landing 

on the ceiling and beginning to walk like a damn spider, its Aura and body melded together faster, 

growing spider-like legs from its back, its many heads twisting around angrily, vomiting bullets of acidic 

miasma and nether against us! 

"Careful, evade those bullets at all costs!" I said, as we quickly started to run around, evading the 

projectiles one after another. 

SPLASH! SPLASH! SPLASH! SPLASH! 

Our barriers and shields were of no use, easily melting against these deadly yet slow bullets. If only we 

had Jenny here, this would had been resolved quite quickly because she could had absorbed it all easily. 

But I did told her to stay with Ambil and help him, so I cannot go complaining that she's not here now! 

I have to learn how to fight in different conditions, and with different allies. Getting too used to my 

party is also bad because it will not prepare me for every occasion or fight imaginable. 

Even those back on Earth too! 

"Argh! Come here! Stop running!" 

"You damn…!" 

Angelina and Mark had already gone towards the chimera, chasing him around on circles. The ravenous 

beast constantly ran away from them, bombarding them with the deadly acidic bullets and black flame 

beams. 

"Nieve, give me some of your magic power!" I called her. 

"Very well!" Nieve nodded, her Frost Spirit Aura connecting with me as I smiled. "[Frost Spirit Call]!" 

FLAAAASH! 

Through my connection with Nieve, I can bring forth Frost Spirits to battle, and with that, I concentrated 

my power, combining it with hers, as her Aura and Powers combined into the tip of my two swords. 

I imbued Draconic Energy too and combined their power with the Frost Spirits appearing around us, 

which turned into little Frost Dragon Spirits themselves! 

"[Divine Spiritual Fusion Synthesis]: [Frost Dragon Spirit King's Breath]!" 

The gigantic head of a dragon made of pure frost and spirit energy emerged above the two of us, 

unleashing a devastating blizzard towards the spider-like chimera on the ceiling! 



FLUOOOOOSSSHH!! 

"GRYYAARGH!" 

The beam hit it directly, making it pummel into the ground with a loud, catastrophic impact! 

BAAAAAMMMM!! 

"Now, attack it while its frozen!" 
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By combining my magical power with Nieve, I was able to catch the damned chimera, freeze it, and drag 

it all the way down! 

Now that it was temporarily frozen, with several cracks already spreading across the ice covering it, it 

was our chance to finish it off with everything we had. 

At my command, everybody ran towards the chimera, me included. 

"[Valkyrie Spear Arts: Starlight Gungnir Assault]! 

Angelina unleashed an endless barrage of dozens of piercing blows using her spear and her light magic, 

explosions of pure celestial light constantly consuming the beast's paralyzed body. 

The attacks not only resembled bright explosions of light, but also stars, countless of beautiful stars! 

CLAASH! CLAASH! CLAASH! CLAASH! CLAASH! 

"[Frost Lightning Banshee's Blazing Claws]!" 

Meanwhile, Gandalf combined his three main elements again, Ice, Lightning, and Ice to conjure yet 

another fantastical spell. The combined elements shaping themselves in the form of two huge 

humanoid-like hands with long claws. 

The flames were golden and blue colored, and with each strikes, zapping explosions of electricity were 

released, while the ice kept expanding over our target's body. 

SLAASH! SLAASH! SLAASH! SLAASH! SLAASH! 

"SHYAAAGGHHH!" 

The chimera suddenly freed one of its smaller arms, which suddenly started growing larger and larger 

until it resembled the arm of a titan. 

"Careful!" 

I quickly ran forwards, stopping the gigantic attack from reaching our friends, as I grew several pairs of 

muscular arms from my body made of wood and covered on golden scales, unleashing a barrage of 

attacks combined with my double sword techniques! 

"[Yggdragon's Sharp Spiritual Claws]! [Holy Ascent]! [Celestial Slash]!" 
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CLAASH! CLAASH! CLAAASH! CLAAASH! 

My gigantic spiritual claws resisted the gigantic titanic arm made of miasma and nether, which instantly 

started to corrupt my body as I touched it. 

However, the two sword attacks followed right after, an ascension cut of pure holy light followed by 

several slashes of celestial divinity! 

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLAAASH! 

"GRAAARGGHHH…!" 

The chimera agonized as its gigantic arm was cut down to pieces and completely destroyed. My 

corrupted body parts quickly falling apart as I regrew more and more wood, I kept attacking the chimera 

to resist its struggles. 

"[Divine Rainbow Barrier Spear]!" 

At the same time, Brisingra combined her divine rainbow barrier powers, making its shape into the form 

of a long spear, she was beginning to learn how to use her powers better now. She didn't had to just 

limit herself to basic barrier shapes after all! 

"RAAAAH!" 

Her spear attacked the chimera several times, piercing its chest and tearing apart its second arm before 

it could do anything, explosions of rainbow light covered the entire body. 

"Well done, Brisingra!" 

Nieve appeared as the chimera was being thrown away, catching to it while it was in midair and 

summoning all her frost powers at once. 

"[Divine Frost Spirit Rapier Arts]: [Frozen Moon's Crescendo]!" 

FLAAASH! 

The illusion of a beautiful blue moon above Nieve appeared, her beautiful butterfly-like wings glistening 

with countless bright snowflakes as her rapier pierced and slashed at her foe countless times. 

She moved around the chimera at lightning speed, in just a few splits of a second, she appeared and 

disappeared around the chimera, overwhelming it! And with each attack, its frozen containment 

continued to expand! 

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLAAASH! 

"SHYAAAGGHHH…!" 

The Chimera once more groaned and resisted, suddenly braking free from a part of the frost as its 

countless heads melded together into the enormous head of a black lion, attempting to devour Nieve 

whole! 

"Not happening! [Divine Spiritual Fusion Synthesis]!" 



I stepped forwards, imbuing several Spirits into Gaia's-All-Purpose-Tool and transforming it into a 

temporary weapon, a huge glistening golden spear imbued with both flames, frost, and light spirits! 

Ding! 

[Through the effects of the [Divine Spiritual Fusion Synthesis] Skill, you have combined hundreds of 

Lesser Spirits together into your selected weapon!] 

[You have temporarily transformed the [Gaia's All-Purpose-Tool] into the [Heavenly Spiritual Spear of 

Frozen Lightning: Zeus] Divine Weapon Spirit!] 

[Duration: 5 Minutes.] 

FLAAAASSSHHH!!! 

I threw the giant spear towards the gigantic jaws that were about to devour Nieve, piercing the 

monster's throat and then blowing it up with flames, frost, and lightning all at once! 

BOOOOOOMMMMM…!! 

"GRUUEEEGHHH…!" 

The chimera gave an agonizing shriek as its whole face fell into pieces, the spear still tightly stuck into its 

neck, constantly dealing damage into the rest of its body. 

BAAAAMM…! 

Its gigantic body rolled over the ground, the impact alone making the ice encompassing its body finally 

shatter, it quickly regained four more gigantic lizard-like arms and started crawling away into the walls! 

"It's trying to escape again! Don't let it!" I commanded, healing my friends with a mere wave of my 

hands. 

"Of course we won't!" Roared Acorn. "[Divine Bloodline Awakening: Beast Form]!" 

POOOOF! 

His magician form changed in a second, Angelina and Gandalf who had not seen this ability before were 

left speechless when the little Squirrel-kin transformed into a huge beast-like behemoth, with strong 

muscles and covered by horns, overflowing with a divine aura! 

"W-What is that form?!" Angelina gasped. 

"T-That's… Can Squirrel-kins do that?!" Gandalf wondered. 

"That's Acorn's special ability." I smiled. "He had learned the way to channel his Beast Form through 

Bloodline-Awakening Potions!" 

"ROOOAAARRR!" 

Acorn roared, kicking the chimera out of the walls, and then using his giant claws and his sharp-tipped 

tail to administrate a barrage of rageful attacks! 

CLAASH! CLAASH! CLAASH! CLAASH! CLAAASH! 



His blows were so intense the chimera was being torn to shreds with each blow, it was barely fighting 

back with its Aura and its regenerating body, which was already losing the speed of its transformation 

abilities. 

"Keep it there, Acorn!" 

As I roared, I rushed towards the giant chimera with Mark at my side, our weapons overflowing with 

spiritual auras! 

At the same time, Angelina, Gandalf, Brisingra, and Nieve fired elemental magical projectiles from afar, 

overwhelming the chimera from all sides, without letting it regrow new and annoying limbs. 

"Now, dear!" I roared, Gram shining with light and spiritual energy. 

"Just like before then! Alright!" Mark nodded, his gigantic body swinging his enormous sword. 

"[Holy Exorcizing Celestial Blade]!" 

"[Phoenix Ascension]!" 

I combined two techniques at once, as Gram activated its innate abilities at the same time, that single 

celestial blade turned into seven attacks at once, all while Mark's ascending slash summoned the illusion 

of a mighty, roaring Phoenix! 

SLAAAASSSSHHH…! 

BOOOOOOOMMMMM!!! 

Flames and light engulfed the chimera! 
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"GRYYYYAAAEEEGGGHHHH…!" 

The chimera resisted the two blows as much as it could, but the explosion of light and fire were too 

overwhelming, and the duplication effect of Gram's ability ended doing wonders! 

Each illusion was like a copy of my previous attack, and it was hit seven times with that! Gram's Ability 

was overwhelmingly strong! Just when the boss thought it could tank the hits, seven more hits ended 

demolishing it into the ground! 

CLAAASH! CLAAASH! CLAAASH! CLAAASH! 

CLAAAAASSSSHHH…!!! 

The boss monster collapsed on the ground, its entire body slowly beginning to turn into ashes and falling 

into pieces, its Aura becoming weaker. 

"RAAAARRGGHHH…!" 

"Is it done?!" I wondered. 

"Wait, it is taking too long to-" 
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Before Mark could finish his words, the Boss Monster unleashed a destructive shockwave of black and 

red flames, throwing us all away! 

TRUUUUUMMMM…! 

Even the giant Acorn couldn't resist the enormous pressure, as he clashed against the walls behind him, 

falling into the floor while slowly reducing his size due to the impact. 

"SHAAAGGH…! OOOHHHHH…!" 

The Chimera Boss started groaning with strange voices, as if it was trying to say something in a strange 

dialect. The pressure of something otherworldly surged from its body, as we all watched in utter 

disbelief as hundreds of red and strange runes started appearing all over its body, even as it was 

disappearing… 

[The Failure of the Laboratory of Madness will not go down before fulfilling its purpose…] 

[The reason it was made to begin with!] 

"W-What the fuck is happening now?!" Gandalf muttered. "Runes? Is it going to explode or 

something?!" 

"N-No… those are…!" I suddenly noticed something odd. "Those runes… Wait, don't tell me?!" 

Those red runes were the same demonic runes I saw in the strange, corrupted data book I had tried to 

read beforehand. In fact, the runes over the dying chimera boss were aligning into pentagrams of all 

shapes and sizes. 

"OOOOHHH… SHAAGOTH… GAATH… GEGETH SASHAKH…!" 

Countless red eyes opened across the chimera's body, its aura and body melded into black tentacles and 

claws, which then reached its own chest and started to pull it apart… 

[Otherworldly chants summon the powers of forbidden sins and flames of demonic nature…] 

[The portal is opening.] 

W-What the hell is going on?! 

FLUUOOOOSH! 

And when it started pulling its chest apart, a vertical opening appeared within its decomposing flesh, 

opening not to its entrails, but to a dimension of flames and screams… 

[The screams of the damned can be heard from the other way.] 

[You have never seen this place, yet you know, deep down, what it is…] 

[The failure rejoices, as it has fulfilled its purpose...] 

[It is no longer a failure!] 

"OOOOOOGGHHHH…!" 



The chimera groaned in utter ecstasy as the portal kept widening, suddenly, countless of menacing eyes 

emerged from within them, long, red, and blue-skinned arms tried to sneak into our world, from 

wherever that place could even be! 

"This is bad! We have to close this thin right now!" I said. "Nieve, Brisingra, Angelina, attack it with 

everything you've got! Gandalf, do you know sealing magic or anything that can close things?!" 

"I-I do!" Gandalf nodded. 

"Then conjure it all into it!" I said. "Titan! Acorn! Come with me, we're stopping whatever it's coming 

out of there!" 

"R-Right!" Mark was just as shocked as me, but he snaped out of it after my words. 

"Alright!" Acorn quickly transformed into his Giant Beast Form once more, following me. 

"GRUOOOHHHH….!" 

A demonic shriek echoed from within the blazing portal, things that shouldn't be here were dragging 

themselves into this world. 

And they weren't from the Underworld, I'm pretty sure this isn't even related to the Demon King of 

Death at all! 

CLAAASH! 

A gigantic, red-skinned arm emerged from the blazing portal, its sharp claws grasping the floor tightly as 

strange dark red flames started spreading around! 

"AAAHHH… SOULS… FRESH SOULS…" 

The voice of a demonic entity emerging from the portal resonated across the entire hall, countless tinier 

arms also emerged from much smaller beings, all trying to drag themselves into this world. 

[The [Otherworldly Portal] is shaking…] 

[Countless Otherworldly Beings are trying to invade this World.] 

[The [$$%&%%3°¨*: Lv???] is attempting to break through!] 

[Analyzing…] 

[ERROR] 

[Data Corruption in process…] 

[ERROR] 

[Deploying Dimensional Walls.] 

[ERROR] 

[Dimensional Walls cannot be completely deployed, Corrupted Pillars detected.] 

[Unable to continue process…] 



[ERROR] 

The System was having a hard time trying to even define what was happening, so I decided to ignore 

whatever it was trying to tell me. 

I could already guess this wasn't something that even belonged to Arcadia to begin with! But there's 

little time for me to speculate what the heck this is. 

We need to stop this, at all costs! 

"Now!" 

With my command I recovered Gaia's All-Purpose-Tool and dual wielded it with Gram, unleashing a 

barrage of powerful slashing attacks, while my Dragon Spirits unleashed their Elemental Spirit Dragon 

Breaths all at once! 

"[Ascending Celestial Exorcizing Blade]!" 

SLAAASH! SLAAASH! SLAAASH! SLAAASH! 

Each slash unleashed an ascending wave of pure celestial light capable of exorcizing the toughest of 

foes, the explosions of light directly damaging the invaders, who we couldn't even see their damn heads 

because they were all trying to get out all at once, getting stuck in the process. 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! 

My army of hundreds of tiny Dragon Spirits summoned from my own body or my Domain not only 

enhanced my Stats by merely existing, but their attacks were also strong and endless! 

"GRAAARRGH!" 

"GRYYAAH!" 

"GUOOOHH…!" 

He screams of many of the otherworldly invaders echoed from the blazing portal, some of their arms 

were pulverized into ashes, but the larger and stronger ones only gained a few scratches at most. 

Just how tough are these monsters?! 

"GET OUT OF HERE!" 

Mark and Acorn roared almost at the same time, both unleashing their gigantic forms and body 

slamming the gigantic demonic arms coming from the portal, slowly beginning to push them farther 

inside. 

Mark's giant blazing sword stabbed on the giant and muscular arms, barely making a few scratches, their 

blood was pure green, melting the floor when falling over. 

Meanwhile, Acorn used all his wits to push further, all while the rest of our friends conjured magic spells 

to constantly attack the chimera and kill it once and for all! 

And Gandalf… 



"[One Hundred Magic Sealing Chains of Aether]!" 

FLAAAASH! 
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Spears of blinding celestial light, swords made of divine spirit frost, and drills made of rainbow divine 

barriers constantly pierced the chimera's amorphous body. 

Alongside them, there was Goldie and Silver, who were constantly conjuring their strongest magic to 

weaken the chimera as much as they could. 

Its HP was pummeling down rapidly, but there was something that was constantly forcing its HP to 

recover, and it was the strange forces of the portal it conjured. 

This is the reason I asked Angelina, Nieve, and Brisingra to concentrate 100% on attacking it with long-

ranged attacks so they wouldn't risk their lives. 

Like this, they deal constant damage and make it so its regeneration cannot ever let it recover its HP to 

100% 

And the following step was… 

Gandalf's help! 

"This is a Skill I learned a while ago; I've barely used it because the opportunity never arose." Gandalf 

laughed. "It is something I once used to seal Malignant Corrupted Ghosts inside the Crypts where 

Erdrich got a quest!" 

As he spoke, his incredibly vast Mana, even vaster after receiving all the buffs I had to offer, started to 

transform, becoming a hundred chains of blue and grey color. 

"Admire the power of a seasoned Archwizard!" He laughed, rising his staff. "[One Hundred Magic Sealing 

Chains of Aether]!" 

FLAAAASH! 

The chains of blue and gray resonated with the strongest sealing magic I've ever seen so far, its form 

quickly wrapping around the countless hands, as Mark, Acorn, and I kept pushing them into the portal, 

forcing them to go back where they came from. 

My swords constantly moved, slashing and piercing, while my spirits attacked with everything they had, 

bombardments of elemental attacks falling endlessly. 

Mark's mighty strength, size, and spiritual flames all came together with his sword, piercing and 

stabbing the aberrant demonic hands, which were not even that bothered about it other than the fact 

they were being pulled back. 

Acorn's fur protected him from the flames as he pushed with all the weight and strength his gigantic 

body had, his divinity somehow being one of the few things that managed to burn their skin… 
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"GRYYYAARGGH…!" 

The Aberrant Chimera started to fall apart, the chains wrapping around its body as well and beginning to 

seal its powers temporarily, all while the demonic hands were almost back to where they came from. 

"NO…! NOOOO!!! MY MASTERS…! THEY CREATED ME… FOR THIS… PURPOSE…!" 

The bastardly creation gave a last scream of frustration, his countless red eyes all aiming at… me! 

"YOUUUU! DIE!" 

Hundreds of red beams combined together into a gigantic beam of pure crimson energy, charged with 

the otherworldly power coming from the portal it created! 

TRUUUUUMMMM…! 

"I can't catch a break, can't I?!" 

I harnessed all my powers at once. The domain surrounding us disappearing as it fused completely into 

my body. All the vegetation, nature, spirits, everything! 

FLUOSH! 

My body started glowing with a new bright golden and green light, the power of [Divinity] within my 

Skills activating, as I infused it into my two swords. 

"[Yggdragon's Divine Blade]!" 

Both of my swords combined into a gigantic sword of wood and light, slashing through the beam of red 

energy cleanly. 

SLAAAAASSSHHH!!! 

But that wasn't all, the slashing wave continued its trajectory, reaching the chimera and the portal, 

splitting both apart as the chains already weakened and sealed their powers. 

"ROOOOAARRRR!" 

The figure of a gigantic roaring dragon made of wood and light emerged, roaring furiously as its gigantic 

jaws opened, engulfing everything within an endless explosion of light. 

"MY… PURPOSE…!" 

BOOOOOOMMMMM!!! 

The light quickly turned the chimera into ashes once and for all, the portal closed as it died, and 

whatever was coming out of it, was forced to pull back. 

[The [Otherworldly Portal] has been successfully closed.] 

Darkness slowly took over the hall, the light dissipated quicker than I thought. I felt exhausted, falling 

into my knees, and gasping for air… 

"Hahh… Hahh… T-That was… tough." 



I looked around, making sure everyone was alright. Aside from Mark's wooden body having gained tons 

of weapons, which were regenerating quickly, they seemed fine. 

"Phew…" Angelina sighed, sitting over the floor. "Now that was a tough hidden boss! For sure, hidden 

dungeons are really quite something!" 

"Certainly…" Gandalf sighed in relief too, using his staff to rest a part of his weight. "Hahhh… Do you 

guys always fight things like these in the World Quests?" 

"Wasn't the chimera you fought just as tough anyways?" I wondered, laughing a bit. 

"Well it was tough, but we had the other two with us." Gandalf said. "Anikitty provides amazing buffs 

and debuffs, and Erdrich's army of undead and his skills are always useful to keep the enemy busy." 

"Fighting such a tough foe with different companions was certainly a challenge by itself, hahaha…" 

Angelina giggled a bit. 

"A-Ah… Anyways." Mark muttered. "Ugh… I'm hungry." 

"Hahahah… I guess I'm a bit hungry too!" I smiled. "Let's talk about what happened here later I guess… 

How about we go back to Ambil and have a meal?" 

"Yeah! I'm starving!" Acorn agreed immediately. 

"I sure wouldn't mind eating something made by Lady Planta…" Brisingra nodded. 

"Without a doubt… I'm so exhausted. Milady's food is always the most comforting." Nieve smiled. 

"Okay, okay! No need to praise me so much." I sighed, standing up. "Let's go." 

"Hahhh… so tiring! I don't want to do this anymore." Goldie cried. 

"You barely did anything, sitting in the back and firing some water and light!" Said Brisingra. 

"ROAR!" Silver agreed. 

"W-What?! I did so much though! This is the most I've moved in… a few years." Goldie was embarrassed 

to elaborate. 

As we moved upwards, the System finally fixed itself, as several messages popped up one after another. 

Ding! 

[You and your Party have defeated [Abandoned Chimera Aberrations: Lv180] x48!] 

[You and your Party have defeated [Abandoned Failure of the Laboratory of Madness: Lv225] x1!] 

[You earned 146.000.000 EXP!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 



[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Your Level has increased from Level 164 to Level 170/180!] 

[All your Stats have increased. You Earned Bonus Stat Points and Skill Points.] 

[Some Skills Have Leveled Up.] 

[Due to completing a Hidden Dungeon and defeating a mighty Hidden Boss by showcasing your might as 

a World Boss, you've received Bonus Rewards.] 

[You earned 15000 Community Points and 7500 World Boss Points.] 


